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Abstract: The state of a blast furnace hearth, especially the liquid level of hot metal and slag
during the tapping process, is of crucial importance with respect to a long campaign blast furnace.
In practice, the state of the hearth is evaluated mainly by the experience of operators. In this paper,
the electromotive force (EMF) is used to monitor the liquid level of a laboratory scale of blast
furnace hearth and the effect of liquid level, EMF sensors position and the thickness of refractory
on EMF signals are tested using a single layer of water and double layers of water and oil. After
laboratory experiments, the electromotive force (EMF) is used to monitor the liquid level of torpedo
ladle successfully. Laboratory experimental results show that the change in liquid level can be
characterized by EMF signal. The state of liquid surface and local thermal state cause the EMF
signal to vary in the circumferential direction of the vessel. Furthermore, the EMF signal magnitude
decreases with the decrease of the thickness of the graphite crucible. Finally, the main conclusions of
the laboratory experiment are supported by the torpedo ladle experiment.
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1. Introduction

The blast furnace is still the main section in an integrated steel company and its production and
efficiency determines the costs and profits of the company. However, a blast furnace is a typical black
box in which many phenomena cannot be directly observed and measured, such as the liquid level of
hot metal and slag in hearth, the extent of lining erosion and location of dead man in hearth [1–4]. These
phenomena not only influence a smooth operation of hot metal tapping practice but also determine
stabilities of blast furnace productivity and a long time campaign [5]. Proper monitoring of the liquid
level is, therefore, an essential step towards a successful operation of a blast furnace.

A variety of charging programs, quality of raw material, blast conditions and casting all affect
the state of hearth. There are two ordinary methods for monitoring the hearth: thermocoupling and
cooling water/gas. The former method shows the temperature distribution around the refractory of
the hearth and the latter only illustrates the total amount of heat conducted from the hearth. Both of
them cannot monitor the level of hot metal and slag in the hearth. In practice, the level is evaluated
mainly by the experiences of operators [6].

The electromotive force (EMF) has been used to measure the liquid level in the hearth for almost
100 years [7–10]. Comparing with other hearth state monitoring methods, the EMF technique maintains
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its own characteristics in the development process, for example the signal of the EMF sensor, which is
believed to originate from the thermal and chemical reactions occurring in the hearth [5–7], while the
signal of the thermocouple originates from the thermoelectric effect; the above is the electromotive
force generative mechanism difference between the EMF technique and the thermocouple. Comparing
with the other methods reported in References [4,11–14], the former concentrates on the generation of
EMF noise and the solution of the noise, the latter are all mathematical models including CFD and
(or) DEM to simulate the tapping procedure. Therefore, the EMF technique can obtain the liquid level
information more quickly and actually. It also catches more accurate information on the real-time
liquid level by combining with other online operation parameters such as blast pressure, the time of
opening and closing of the tapholes, the amount of taphole mud, taphole length, hot metal temperature
and so on.

However, the applications of the EMF technique are ambiguous due to the difficulties of decoding
the odd signals to explain its reasons [1,15]; for example, how do different local measuring sensors
influence the EMF signal and why do measuring points of EMF on the shell explain liquid level of
the hearth? Furthermore, how the thickness of refractory influences the EMF signal has not yet been
clarified. There is no study that has yet tried to solve these problems. Consequently, a system of
static stress and strain test analysis is used to validate the consistency of EMF data and liquid level
firstly. Then measuring sensors on the shell of blast furnace are used to explain the inside liquid level
change, and how different local measuring points influence the EMF signal are investigated. After the
laboratory experiments, the torpedo ladle experiment is carried out and the main conclusions of the
laboratory experiment are validated. We have to point out that laboratory experiment apparatus could
not model chemical reactions in the hearth but the evolution of the liquid level in the hearth could be
observed clearly. This is the reason we could use water and oil to carry out the study.

The results of the present research should be useful for exploring the relationship of EMF signals
and the hearth liquid level, as well as the relationship of EMF signals and thermal state.

2. EMF Measurement Principle

According to the thermoelectric theory, the signals of the EMF sensors are originated from the
thermal and chemical reactions occurring in the hearth and the laboratory experiment and the torpedo
ladle experiment with respect to the same principle.

EMF Measurement Principle of Laboratory Experiment and Torpedo Ladle Experiment

The thermoelectric effect [16–18] is the principle of EMF application on detection liquid level in a
laboratory scale of blast furnace hearth, where the wall of graphite crucible and EMF sensors form a
close loop. Therefore, the EMF signal can be detected when the evolution of liquid level contributes to
the thermal state of the wall changes dramatically.

The schematic diagram of the experiment is shown in Figure 1 including the equivalent circuits
which are illustrated in the intermediate figures of Figure 1, where a single layer of water simulates
hot metal in Figure (I) and two layers of water and HFV-M200 (Huifeng Petroleum & Chemical Co.,
Ltd., Shang Hai, China) vacuum oil (henceforth called the oil) illustrate to calculate hot metal and slag
in Figure (II). In Figure 1, it shows that the EMF signals across the two electrodes can be detected on
the inner wall (cf. red circle in Figure 1) and on the outer wall (cf. blue circle in Figure 1) of graphite
crucible and are expressed by Equations (1) and (2).
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of water (I) and water oil (II) measuring system.

As shown in Figure 1, lower sensors for detecting EMF are located at a little higher position than
the height of crucible exit. Since the boundary position between water and oil changes around the exit
level and collect the EMF data in the whole liquid level changing field, it is reasonable to assume that
sensors should be set about 4mm higher than the height of crucible exit.

The heat converts to EMF on the graphite crucible wall. The evolution of liquid level influences
the change of its thermal state, which can be represented by electrical energy and be detected by EMF
signals. EMF, therefore, can give some information of liquid level and thermal state, the EMF can be
calculated by Equation (3) from the literature [19].

∆EMF = EMF1 (1)

∆EMF = EMF2 (2)

∆E(T, T0) =
∫ T

T0

δAdt (3)

where: T0 and T define the temperature of graphite crucible wall before experiment and the temperature
of graphite crucible wall in experiment, respectively. The term δA expressesThomson coefficient which
is determined by the performance of temperature and material properties.

In experiment, the term δA coefficient of copper alloy cable at room temperature is around
2× 10−3 mv. The experiment temperature of water or oil is fixed at 48 ◦C, EMF data of the cable is
0.056 mv by Equation (3), whose magnitude is consistent with the experimental results in Section 4.1.

The structure of torpedo ladle is similar to the structure of blast furnace hearth, while they are
composed of steel shell, ramming material, carbon bricks and so on. Consequently, the level of hot
metal and slag in the torpedo ladle can be obtained by measuring the EMF. Torpedo ladle structure
and possible electrical circuit are shown in Figure 2.
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and bottom) on the circumferences investigate relationships between liquid height and EMF signal 
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Figure 2. Possible electrical circuit proposal of that which occurs in the torpedo ladle.

3. Experimental Apparatus and Procedure

The laboratory experiments are conducted on high pure graphite crucibles where could EMF
sensors are installed in different locations and torpedo ladle experiment is performed on a real torpedo
ladle where EMF sensors are installed in air exhausting holes.

3.1. Experimental Apparatus and Procedure of Laboratory Experiment

The experimental apparatus is a graphite crucible and a section of the crucible with sensor
measurement holes is illustrated in Figure 3. The stick and sensor are shown in Figure 3 (lower left
corner), stick is used to stabilize EMF sensors; The EMF sensors with diameter = 0.15 mm have the
following characteristics: copper rod; a layer of silver covers the surface of the copper rod; external
electrical insulation.
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of EMF mimicking blast furnace hearth and EMF sensors.

In order to study the effect of graphite crucible thickness on EMF signal and observe the differences
of the EMF signal around the circumference, as shown in Figure 3, 8 sensors in inner holes and another
8 sensors in outer holes are designed on the same height of circumference, moreover, 16 sensors evenly
distribute around the wall perimeter. The former directly contacts the liquid and the latter has a 9 mm
distance from the outer surface of the crucible. The thickness of crucible wall is 14 mm. Furthermore,
as indicated in Figure 3, three different heights of sensors (named top, middle and bottom) on the
circumferences investigate relationships between liquid height and EMF signal while the distance
between each height is 13 mm. Base sensors locate at the bottom of the crucibles.
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Obtaining the four height live EMF signals’ problem is tackled by a homemade graphic visualization
package, by which the EMF signals transfer to a digital signal twice per second. A relative EMF signals
from the four heights is processed with Equation (4).

∆EMF = EMFbase − EMFtop,middle or bottom (4)

where: base, top, middle and bottom are shown in Figure 3.
Although the experimental apparatus is quite different from blast furnace hearth, the EMF signal

varies with changing liquid level in the mimicking hearth as well as in the hearth. The vessel, thus,
can study quantitatively and qualitatively the impact of EMF sensor positions that include the depth,
height and the number of sensors, different liquid media on the EMF signal as well as the principle of
EMF methodology.

In the beginning, an amount of liquid (water or the mixture of water and oil) dumps into the
apparatus. Then the liquid flows out from the exit of crucible at the bottom. During the whole process,
the detecting system records the EMF data.

The graduated plastic pipe, as shown in Figure 4, is used to observe the height of liquid in the
crucible and connects with graphite crucible at the bottom. A camera records the decrease of liquid
level. Then the liquid level recorded by the video is used to validate the evolution of EMF signals
during tapping.
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west and east respectively in this paper).

3.2. Experimental Apparatus and Procedure of Torpedo Ladle Experiment

In order to verify the conclusions from the laboratory experiment and accumulate knowledge for
industrial application, the torpedo ladle experiment is carried out. The volume of the torpedo ladle is
44.5 m3, as shown in Figure 5. Due to the high temperature of torpedo ladle’s shell, 0.3 mm molybdenum
wire is used as the sensors and white asbestos is used to prevent the wire from being burned.

In Figure 5, there are five measurement locations, the top and bottom measurement locations are
used to study the influence of sensors’ height to the EMF; In order to explore the influence of refractory
thicknesses on EMF signals, the deep32 and deep20 sensors are designed, which are placed in the
same hole and are inserted in 32 mm and 20 mm deep respectively. The shell distance between top and
bottom measurement locations is 0.95 m, while the distance between top and the deep32 (See Figure 5)
measurement location is 1.11 m. Base measurement location is used as reference potential of other
measurement locations.
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Similar to Equation (4), relative EMF signals from the 5 measurement locations are calculated
with Equation (5)

∆EMF = EMFbase − EMFtop,bottom,deep32 or deep20 (5)

where: base, top, bottom, deep32 and deep20 are shown in Figure 5.
Before experiment, the torpedo ladle is firstly arrived at the receiving hot metal position under

the cast house. The EMF measurement system, sensors and measurement lines, then, are installed
quickly. After testing the EMF measurement system works well and keeps working until the end of
tapping. During the process of receiving the hot metal, the EMF measurement system collects signals
automatically. Finally, the signals are visualized and analyzed.

4. Experimental Results and Discussions

In order to investigate the relationship between the EMF signals and liquid level during the
tapping process, laboratory experiment and torpedo ladle experiment were carried out respectively.
In laboratory experiment, the EMF signals are measured in a variety of situations, such as the height of
sensor, the number of EMF sensors, refractory thickness, different liquid medium and so on, in addition,
it should highlight that the reference potential is similar for every measurement (cf. the inserted graph
in Figure 6). In torpedo ladle experiment, the EMF signals are measured in two situations which
include the height of sensor and refractory thickness, the sensors use the same reference potential
(cf. the base measurement location in Figure 5).
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4.1. Laboratory Experiment

4.1.1. Validation of EMF Signals by the Height of Liquid

Figure 6 shows the evolution of liquid level and EMF signals in the process of tapping. Liquid
level and thermal state change drastically before 50 s, which indicates that the EMF signal has not
reached to the stable state. Liquid level decreases with the increase of time after 50 s, which is consistent
with the EMF signals from 50 s to 380 s. After 380 s, the absolute value of EMF decreases until the end,
which attributes to the liquid level lower than the height of base sensors. The EMF signals, therefore,
have good agreement with liquid level, which indicates that EMF signals can characterize the liquid
level in the crucible.

4.1.2. Effect of the Height of Sensor Locations on EMF Signals

Relationship of time and the EMF signals during the tapping is shown in Figure 7 from top,
middle and bottom location at the inner wall. In the beginning, the water at temperature = 48 ◦C is
dumped into the crucible and the EMF signals are measured. Consequently, with the fluctuation of
liquid level and the change of thermal state, the EMF signals increase drastically and reach to the
maximum value at around 100 s. Furthermore, it decreases to the minimum value at 370 s, when the
crucible runs out of water.
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With the increase of the height of sensors, the EMF signals should increase theoretically on the
magnitude. During the tapping, Figure 7 showsthe EMF curve at the top is bigger than at the middle
and the bottom is minimum. More comparisons of EMF signals and the locations are listed in Table 1.
Except the inner wall EMF signals are not similar to those in Figure 7 in three locations, all of the
heights are similar to those in Figure 7.

Table 1. Summary of EMF signals at different locations at inner wall and outer wall.

Position of Sensors
Inner Wall Outer Wall

EMF Curve EMF Value EMF Curve EMF Value

S
√ √ √ √

W
√

×
√ √

N
√

×
√ √

E
√

×
√ √

×: Dis-similar to the Figure 7 distribution.
√

: Similar to the Figure 7 distribution.
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4.1.3. Effect of Refractory Thickness on EMF Signals

The effects of crucible thickness on EMF signals are shown in Figure 8. With the increase of time,
the EMF signals increase then falls at 80 s and a rise again at 350 s. Although the value of the EMF at
inner wall and outer wall are normally different, their behavior is generally consistent, that is, they all
show the same type of trend with time, cf. Figure 8. Furthermore, the south EMF signals are bigger
than other directions and the magnitude of EMF signals on outer wall are smaller than on inner wall,
which indicates that the thickness of crucible has resistance on the transport of EMF signals. This
phenomenon is also found by other researchers who designed two different kinds of probes: probes in
the refractory and probes welded to the shell [15].
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Figure 8. EMF signals around the circumference at outer wall (top) and inner wall (bottom) along
south direction.

More comparisons between EMF signals and the thickness at other directions and locations are
illustrated in Table 2. The magnitude of EMF value at inner wall is bigger than outer one and all EMF
signals have the similar distributions, whatever the directions and locations of sensors.

Table 2. Summary of EMF signals on the same vertical line at different wall thickness.

Position of
Sensors

Top Middle Bottom

Similarity of EMF
Curve between
Inner and Outer

EMF Value
on inner

Wall Bigger

Similarity of EMF
Curve between
Inner and Outer

EMF Value
on Inner

Wall Bigger

Similarity of EMF
Curve between
Inner and Outer

EMF Value
on Inner

Wall Bigger

S
√ √ √ √ √ √

W
√ √ √ √ √ √

N
√ √ √ √ √ √

E
√ √ √ √ √ √

×: Dis-similar to the Figure 8distribution.
√

: Similar to the Figure 8 distribution.

4.1.4. Effect of the Sensor Positions along Circumference on EMF Signals

Figure 9 illustratesthe effect of the sensor positions on inner wall along the circumference on the
EMF values. The EMF values magnitudes are relatively large from the south (S) and are relatively
small from the W, N and E. This indicates that liquid surface is not a horizontal planein tapping process
and there is some turbulence near the south. This contributes to the exit of liquid in the south and
the flow field significantly changes the thermal state of the south. The similar phenomenon is also
found by Lebed, et al. [20],who found the potential difference between diametrically-opposed notches
is nearly constant while the level of the melt is descending uniformly. Table 3 is the summary of the
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EMF signals from other different sensors along the circumference of the graphite crucible. The EMF
curves all have the similar distributions on inner and outer wall. Furthermore, the magnitude of EMF
signal on the south is the largest and the north is the smallest.
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Table 3. Summary results of different local part sensors along the circumference of the graphite crucible.

The Position of EMF Curve and EMF Value Sensors on the Top Sensors on the Middle Sensors on the Bottom

EMF curve distribution on inner wall
√ √ √

Order of EMF value on inner wall S > E > W > N S > E > W > N S > E > W > N
EMF curve distribution on inner wall

√ √ √

Order of EMF value on outer wall S > E > W > N S > E > W > N S > E > W > N

×: Dis-similar to the Figure 9 distribution.
√

: Similar to the Figure 9 distribution.

4.1.5. Effect of Different Liquid Medium on EMF Signals

The double layers liquid investigates the effect of multi liquid on EMF signals, which simulates hot
metal and molten slag in the hearth. Figure 10 illustrates the effect of two layers of water and oil from
inner wall. In the beginning, tapping of water and oil starts at 75 s, the liquid surface decreases and
thermal state changes drastically, the liquid level has been completely lower than the exit after 210 s.
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By comparing Figures 7 and 10, especially in the tapping process, the order of top, middle
and bottom is same between different liquid medium. After dumping the liquids into the crucible,
the absolute value of EMF sharply increases and reaches to the maximum since thermoelectric
conversion dramatically. The absolute value of EMF in both figures, then, tends to increase to a
constant level. Unfortunately, the trend of EMF signal is opposite to Figure 7 in the process of tapping,
the result is caused by water and oil different thermoelectric conversion properties.

To further study the problem, the molten tin is selected to carry out the experiment. In Figure 11,
during the tapping, the trend of EMF signal is counter-intuitive as compared to the other figures
during the liquid tapping. Therefore, the results further prove the hypothesis that liquid thermoelectric
conversion properties determine the EMF signal trend. In addition, the orders of top, middle and
bottom are generally consistent with respect to different liquid mediums, while comparing with
Figures 7, 10 and 11.
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Table 4 is summary of EMF signals from water and oil at different locations on inner wall and outer
wall. EMF signals at other locations and directions all have the similar distribution with Figure 10.

Table 4. Summary of EMF signals from water and oil at different locations on inner wall and outer wall.

Position of Sensors
INNER WALL Outer Wall

EMF Curve EMF Value EMF Curve EMF Value

S
√ √ √ √

W
√ √ √ √

N
√ √ √

×
E

√ √ √ √

×: Dis-similar to the Figure 10 distribution.
√

: Similar to the Figure 10 distribution.

4.1.6. Reproducibility of EMF Signals

The EMF value from 3 times experiment is shown in Figure 12. The evolution of EMF value shows
a high degree similarity in each tapping cycle, which indicates that EMF signal can reproduce the same
data in the same tapping conditions.

Combining the results from Sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.4, the EMF values are both different on the
height and on the circumferential direction. The latter indicates the state of liquid surface during
tapping, which relates with the state of dead man and the liquid level at the local taphole region.
The effects of different thickness of graphite crucible on EMF signals prove that EMF sensors can
install on the shell of blast furnace to get the hearth liquid level information as well as protect the
EMF sensors.
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4.2. Torpedo Ladle Experiment

4.2.1. Effect of the Height of Sensor Location on EMF Signals

The EMF signal of torpedo ladle experiment includes the noises from the surroundings, therefore
the practical EMF data fluctuates in a range. In Figure 13, the tapping time of hot metal is between
34.1 min to 103.2 min. The trend of the curves increases with increasing time, because the liquid level
just rises when the torpedo ladle receives hot metal, due to no taphole on the torpedo. The EMF signal
increases after the end of the tapping process, because the flowing hot metal improves the dynamic
conditions of the reaction inside the torpedo ladle, therefore, the energy is released by the chemical
reaction increases and it takes some time for heat to transfer to the wall. The EMF value of the bottom
is greater than the top one, the reason may be that the bottom refractory material erodes seriously by
the hot metal, the wall of bottom, thus, is thinner than the top.
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4.2.2. Effect of Refractory Thickness on EMF Signals

In Figure 14, EMF signal at deep32 and deep20 locations increase both with the increase of liquid
level. Moreover, the sensor’s EMF signal at deep32 larger than sensor’s EMF signal at deep20 which
indicates the potential of the EMF technology can be used to measure lining thickness of torpedo ladle.
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5. Conclusions

This article tries to apply the EMF on monitoring liquid level of a laboratory scale of blast furnace
hearth using a single layer of water and double layer of water and oil, laboratory experiment results,
then, are convinced by torpedo ladle experiment. Based on the results of laboratory experiment and
torpedo ladle experiment, the following conclusions can be highlighted.

(1) The liquid level has the same trend as the EMF signal in the tapping process and the EMF signal
can characterize the liquid level, which indicates that the EMF signal can characterize the liquid
level in the hearth of the blast furnace. The EMF signals are both different in height and in
the circumferential direction of the inner and outer walls, where the circumferential difference
explains the state of liquid surface.

(2) The EMF signals on the shallow position are similar to those on the deep position, which means
that the thickness of the refractory only influences the EMF signal magnitude in a limited way;
it indicates that EMF sensors can be installed on the shell of blast furnace and this suggests the
potential for EMF technology in measuring lining thickness.

(3) The torpedo ladle experiment further shows that the position and depth of the EMF sensor will
have a large impact on the signal but the different position sensors all can characterize the change
of liquid level.

6. Future Work

The coming research will concentrate on the impact of various refractory materials on the EMF
signal and the relationship of the thickness of refractory material and the magnitude of EMF signal.
Scaling up to actual blast furnace, furthermore, is the next target. Before that, some issues are needed
to be solved, for example, effect of the pressure of gas in blast furnace on EMF signal and design of
EMF measurement sensor which can install stably on the shell or refractory of hearth and collect the
signals in extreme conditions.
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